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Summary

In statistical mechanics the Gibbsian description of in�nite systems consisting
of interacting components involves prescribing local laws which are consistent
with the observed behaviour of the system. The phenomenon of phase trans-
itions is connected with the existence of several global behaviours consistent
with these local laws. Usually such laws are modelled in terms of conditional
distributions in �nite regions when the rest is �xed. The Boltzmann-Gibbs
approach for these conditional distributions prescribes exponential weights for
con�gurations in �nite regions associated with an energy function (or poten-
tial). The quintessence of the Gibbs property of the system is the continuity
property of the conditional distributions w.r.t. conditioning. Many studies
showed that even simple transformations of the system can lead to a loss of
the Gibbs property. Generally, to show the non-Gibbs nature of a system it
is enough to �nd a single discontinuity point for the local laws.

The present thesis further investigates under which conditions the trans-
formed system preserves or loses its Gibbs property. This question is addressed
for systems living on a complete graph or a tree. The former type of system
is referred to as a mean-�eld system. In either case we consider Bernoulli
random variables � spins � at nodes of the graph taking either +1 or −1
values. The transformations of interest are simple spin-�ip dynamics altering
value of each of the spins to an opposite one.

In Chapter 3, we discuss two types of discontinuities for the conditional dis-
tributions. This di�erence originates in existing of a metastable phase for an
initial model on tree in a �eld. Metastability of a phase means that this phase
converges to the one of stable ones when the �eld is increased (decreased).
Moreover, this situation results in possibility to observe two di�erent mech-
anisms for Gibbs-non-Gibbs transition. For one of the phases we prove the
following transition scheme: Gibbsian system → �regular� non-Gibbsianness
(there are discontinuities in behaviour of the conditional probabilities) →
�total� non-Gibbsianness (there are no continuity points for conditional prob-
abilities). Other phases behave in an expected way: Gibbsian system →
�regular� non-Gibbsianness → Gibbsian system. This result underlines the
importance of the size of a boundary of a �nite region, this is to be contrasted
with similar models living on lattices.
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In Chapter 4 we draw attention to a mean-�eld model in vanishing ex-
ternal magnetic �eld. In this case there are two governing parameters: the
initial temperature of the system and the temperature of the dynamics. The
relative simplicity of the problem allows to decompose the �timeÖinitial tem-
perature� plane at �xed dynamical temperature into regions where conditional
distributions have discontinuities and where they do not, see Figure 4.1.

Finally, the last Chapter 5 standing relatively apart from the main topic
discusses connection between variable length Markov chains and Gibbs meas-
ures. We apply the Gibbs formalism for classi�cation problems (where VLMC
were of great use) and see the superiority of the Gibbsian approach.




